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GRÖBE SPLITTER TT1000/11T-PTO-ES CARDAN DRIVE - 11 TONS

€1 .528,92 (excl. VAT)

Standing wood cleaver for two-hand operation. This powerful wood cleaver is perfect for semi-professional
or home use with a force of 11 tons. With the help of this machine you can easily split wood pieces up to

1000mm in length and 400mm in diameter. In terms of performance, this model is identical to the
TT1000/11T-PTO-ES with the difference that this model is equipped with a three-point hitch and
connection for PTO shaft. The machine can thus be powered by a tractor. With the help of this

transmission, this wood splitter delivers a force of up to 11 tons!

Equipped with sturdy wheels with steel rims. In combination with the impact-resistant rubber tyres, this
splitting machine distinguishes itself from the competition. Easy to move on different surfaces.

Experience the necessary comfort when moving the machine outside in the garden or on difficult
surfaces.

SKU: 0GK1000/11T-PTO-ES
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GALERIJAFBEELDINGEN

Standing wood cleaver for two-hand operation. This powerful wood cleaver is perfect for semi-professional or
home use. With the help of this splitting machine you can easily split wood pieces up to 1000mm in length and

400mm in diameter. In terms of performance, this model is identical to the TT1000/11T-PTO-ES with the
difference that this model is equipped with a three-point hitch and connection for PTO shaft. The machine can
thus be powered by a tractor. With the help of this transmission, this wood splitter delivers a force of up to 11

tons! This makes the cleaver suitable for splitting several types of wood. The Splitter TT1000/11T-PTO-ES is fully
compliant with CEN safety standards for this type of machine. Includes zero voltage protection on the switch for

improved safety in the event of voltage loss.

The cleaver pushes all the way down to the bottom, which makes splitting wood with large diameters easier. An
extra, very important advantage is that this wood splitting machine can process pieces up to 1m in length. So
save time by doubling your splitting capacity. For the heaviest and longest pieces, the machine is equipped

with strong support arms and lifting chains.

X2 Series

The machines in the Gröbe X2 series are standard equipped with sturdy wheels with steel rims. In combination
with the impact-resistant rubber tyres, this makes the Gröbe X2 Series products stand out from the
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competition. Easy to move on different surfaces. Experience the necessary comfort when moving the machine
outside in the garden or on difficult surfaces.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Standing cleaver
11 tons

Mobile, even on difficult surfaces
Rubber tyres on solid steel rims

Up to 1000mm length
Zero voltage protection

Cardan drive
Tip: use at least 2.5m² cable

DESCRIPTION

Standing wood cleaver for two-hand operation. This powerful wood cleaver is perfect for semi-professional or
home use. With the help of this splitting machine you can easily split wood pieces up to 1000mm in length and

400mm in diameter. In terms of performance, this model is identical to the TT1000/11T-PTO-ES with the
difference that this model is equipped with a three-point hitch and connection for PTO shaft. The machine can
thus be powered by a tractor. With the help of this transmission, this wood splitter delivers a force of up to 11

tons! This makes the cleaver suitable for splitting several types of wood. The Splitter TT1000/11T-PTO-ES is fully
compliant with CEN safety standards for this type of machine. Includes zero voltage protection on the switch for
improved safety in the event of voltage loss. The cleaver pushes all the way down to the bottom, which makes

splitting wood with large diameters easier. An extra, very important advantage is that this wood splitting
machine can process pieces up to 1m in length. So save time by doubling your splitting capacity. For the

heaviest and longest pieces, the machine is equipped with strong support arms and lifting chains.

X2 Series

The machines in the Gröbe X2 series are standard equipped with sturdy wheels with steel rims. In combination
with the impact-resistant rubber tyres, this makes the Gröbe X2 Series products stand out from the

competition. Easy to move on different surfaces. Experience the necessary comfort when moving the machine
outside in the garden or on difficult surfaces.

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 180 kg

Max. length wood 1000mm

Max. Ø wood 400mm


